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Forsendelse & Retur

Kontakt Os

Kategorier

- Adidas
- Alexander McQueen
- Arnette
- Balenciaga
- Banana Republic
- Bolle
- Bolle Kids
- Boss by Hugo Boss
- Boss Orange
- Bottega Veneta
- Bvlgari
- Carrera
- Cazal
- Cebe
- Celine
- Chloe
- CK
- Coach
- Costa Del Mar

Designer Solbriller

Køb dine favorit designermærker

PRISGARANTI
2 ÅRS GARANTI

SOLBRILLER

For nylig Ralph Lauren Rund Sort Solbriller RL8124 548187 Kvinder /

Kr. 619.03  Kr. 187.23
Spar: 70% off

Til udsalg Ralph Lauren Rund Sort Solbriller RL8126 548587 Kvinder /

Kr. 629.04  Kr. 179.04
Spar: 72% off
DK Hostmaster ændrer registrering af domæner

Bestyrelsesformand Henrik Udsen garanterer, at det nye system er implementeret inden udgangen af 2017.
DK Hostmaster in law enforcement

DK Hostmaster cannot be judge, jury and executioner for content on the internet.

Has a very limited competence to handle complaints about compliance with the stipulated terms and conditions
  • Typosquatting
  • Malware

The Complaints Board for Domain Names

The Courts of Law
  • Seizure of domain names for police investigation
  • Access to information
Registrant ID verification - current

Lookup of Danish registrants in:
- Civil Registration System (CPR)
- Central Business Registry (CVR)

Order confirmation letter sent by post
- Domain suspended when letter is undeliverable
ID verification Danish registrants

DK Hostmaster currently do not check if the user is who she says she is, only that she exists

Upcoming soon
• All Danish registrants have to log in with the Danish common secure login (NemID) to confirm identity
ID verification foreign registrants

Currently, ID verification only for Danish registrants

No single registry for all people and companies world wide

Other possibilities
• eIDAS
• VIES
• Maybe other national databases
Risk based assessment

Take aside for secondary screening
- Based on risk assessment
- Based on suspicion

Grounds for ID-verification
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